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OUR VISION 

To be the leading provider of disability and support services in Tasmania. 

 

OUR BUSINESS PURPOSE 

To provide quality, individual support services that enrich the lives of people with a  

disability. 

 

OUR GOALS 

Sustainability 

To be sustainable in five years’ time with opportunities emerging for growth. 

 

Marketing and communication 

To have raised our profile as demonstrated in increased membership, participation, 

fundraising and partnerships. 

 

Our People 

To have a skilled and happy workforce. 

 

Our Clients 

To be delivering quality care to an increasing client base, with a higher percentage of 

satisfied clients and value added services. 

 

QUALITY POLICY 

Eskleigh in supporting people will: 

Deliver a quality, efficient and diverse service. 

Value and respect all people we support in policy and practice. 

 

Eskleigh operates to a quality management system. This system complies with the     

requirements of ISO 9001:2008 and legislative and regulatory requirements relevant to 

the service. 

 

All Directors and employees shall be made aware of the requirements of this quality 

policy. Adherence to the systems and procedures defined in the Quality Manual    

ADM030 is mandatory for all Directors and staff. 

 

All Directors and staff are directly responsible for the quality of their own work and   

actions. 

 

The quality system shall be systematically reviewed for continuous improvement. 
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It is with great pleasure that I       

present the Annual Report of 

Eskleigh Foundation Inc. for the     

financial year 2015-2016. 

This year we welcome three new 

members to the Board; Mr Les    

Baxter, Mr Linus Grant and Mrs Linda 

McKenzie.  These   members come 

to us with a wealth of experience 

and I am sure that their fresh        

approach and their expertise will 

greatly assist the Board in what will 

be a busy and challenging time. 

This year has been a successful 

year, with the Organisation         

continuing to  offer a high standard 

of support to all the people         

supported by Eskleigh and being 

able to operate within budget. 
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‘This year has been a 
successful year, with 

the Organisation  
continuing to offer a 

high standard of  
support’ 



 

 

   

This is a tribute to Dale and all employees of Eskleigh who continue to maintain a 

high level of service without going outside of the budget.  I would like to recognize 

the support we have had from the Tasmanian Government who have maintained 

our funding which we heavily rely upon. 

It is pleasing to note that the Community Access Program being run by Greg Crew 

and the Southern Services team has been a great success. The program’s success 

is showing a path for future growth that we hope will extend beyond the Southern 

Region. 

At last the Eskleigh Home Lift has been installed and the renovations have been 

completed.  Putting a lift in an old building is not straight forward and I must      

congratulate all those involved in the project.  I think you will agree that the end 

result is quite remarkable.  It was fitting that Mr Robert Harrison, Trustee of the Bruce 

Wall trust took part in the official opening, as the Bruce Wall Trust has been a great 

supporter of Eskleigh over the years. We are hopeful that the lift will create an     

opportunity for the building to be utilised in many different ways. 

In all, it has been a good year. However, there are some turbulent waters ahead 

with the full roll out of NDIS due to take place over the next two years. It is now   

apparent that the current structure of Eskleigh as it now operates may not fit with 

NDIS plans.  The Board are attending a number of strategic plan workshops with 

expert advice to see how we can best change and move forward in compliance 

with the new model.  It will mean a substantial change to the way that Eskleigh 

currently operates. The challenge for us will be to make these changes to allow us 

to take advantage of the new rules and to make changes as seamless as possible 

to avoid altering the support to the people supported by Eskleigh. 

I encourage the people supported by Eskleigh, families and friends to talk to Dale 

so as to better understand the changes that will be occurring in the future and   

address any fears of change. 

I want to thank Dale, employees of Eskleigh and my fellow Board members for their 

hard work and contribution to Eskleigh during the past year. 
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Introduction  

The 2015/16 year has been dominated by the 

National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS). 

While the necessary focus for Eskleigh has 

been on preparing the organisation for this 

major change, we have maintained the    

quality of our services to the people we      

support through our dedicated employees, 

volunteers, friends and supporters – all guided 

by the Eskleigh Board.  The Tasmanian and 

Commonwealth Governments have reached 

agreement on the roll out to full NDIS.  The roll 

out which is based on an age group cohort 

approach will result in approximately 10,600 

Tasmanians receiving individual support with 

increased choice and control around the   

support needed for them to live an               

independent and inclusive life by 1 July 2019.  
 

Financial Performance 

Eskleigh’s financial accounts to the 30 June 

2016 detail an operating deficit of $19,298 

and an overall surplus of $180,950. This is   

compared to a surplus of $306,183 in 2015.  
 

Indexation of 2.25% was provided for all      

programs funded by the Department of 

Health & Human Services in July 2015. In      

addition to indexation, a further supplement 

to assist with the wage increases as a result of 

the Equal Remuneration Order was provided 

in December 2015.   
 

Indexation and funding assistance is greatly 

appreciated and I would like to acknowledge 

the assistance provided by the Minister for   

Human Services: The Hon Jacqui Petrusma 

and the officers of the Department. However 

it should be noted that current indexation   

levels are not consistent with the annual      

increase in operational costs, particularly 

wages. 
 

I would also like to acknowledge the           

Tasmanian Government’s election promise to 

assist community organisations. Eskleigh       

received $51,361. 
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Person Centred Thinking 

As part of its obligations to the Department of Health & Human Services, Eskleigh must adopt a 

‘person centred approach’ to individual support.  Person Centred Support is defined as:  
 

‘An ethical approach to supporting persons with a disability, which evaluates the support being 

delivered through the eyes of the person receiving that support.  
 

Person Centered Support is a holistic and comprehensive system that meets each individual's 

support needs of love, identity, comfort, inclusion, attachment and occupation, acknowledges 

and accepts each individual as a whole person, and provides moral and ethical development 

of support staff’ 
 

I am pleased to report that with the support of staff, we have been able to develop individual plans 

for the majority of clients. Although this process is time consuming, it has provided clients with the    

ability to be fully involved in their ongoing support. It also gives clients the ability to plan, and in the 

majority of cases achieve, their goals and aspirations. 
 

Acknowledgements    

As always Eskleigh has been supported during the year by the Trustees of a number of Estates.  Those 

Estates are listed below: 

The Estate of Mrs M M Bennett  

The Estate of Mr H C Abbott 

The Bruce Wall Trust  

In addition, Eskleigh again received generous donations from Mrs Patricia Roberts and Mr & Mrs Brian 

Faulkner. 
 

The donations and bequests have enabled major works to be undertaken to renew the slate roof and 

the Haines Wing Bathroom at Eskleigh Home and are very much appreciated.  
 

Eskleigh Home Lift 

The Board approved a contract for the installation of a passenger lift at Eskleigh Home in December 

2015, and I am pleased to report that this project was completed in June 2016 within budget. 
 

The installation of the lift  has provided clients, families and staff full access to the first floor and         

allows the building to be fully accessible for fundraising activities. 
 

The lift was opened on Wednesday 3 June 2016 by Mr. Robert Harrison: Trustee of the Bruce Wall      

Estate, which made a significant contribution to the “Give Us A Lift” appeal.  Mr. Harrison was assisted 

by Mr. Gary Fellows, who has been supported by Eskleigh long term. 
 

We were fortunate to raise in excess of $200,000 towards the $400,000 cost of the project.  Many 

thanks to those who have contributed so far. 
 

Staff 

I would like to express my sincere thanks to all of our dedicated employees, as they are the ones who 

embody Eskleigh’s values as they perform their roles throughout the organisation. 
 

Eskleigh is fortunate to have a strong management group bringing together a mixture of youth and 

experience, and I would like to acknowledge their significant contribution in 2016.  
 

Volunteers 

Eskleigh is also fortunate to have the support of a group of volunteers who assist clients with activities 

and social programs.  Without the assistance of this dedicated group many of our programs could not 

continue. 
 

Conclusion 

In closing I would like to thank the Eskleigh Chair: Mr Tim Whyte, and the members of the 

Board of Directors for their support during 2016. 7 
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Empathy 

We value the opinions and uphold the rights of the people we support. We identify with 

the people we support and treat everyone equally with dignity, respect and                         

compassion. 

Integrity 

We approach all of our communication, work relationships and work practices in an 

open, honest and transparent manner, respecting privacy and trust at all times. We               

deliver support with high moral principles and professional standards. 

Accountability 

We are responsible to the people we support to deliver quality evidence based                   

practice. We are committed to manage funding and policy to maximise the                            

opportunities and outcomes for all the people we support. 

Community 

We value team work, and the involvement and inclusion of all stakeholders with the 

broader community working and interacting together toward common goals. 

Happiness 

We recognise and celebrate the efforts and achievements of all. We value happiness as 

it brings self-esteem and confidence to both the people we support and our staff. 

Flexibility 

We are ready for and open to change. We demonstrate innovation and continuous           

improvement to be the best we can be, finding effective, creative and environmentally 

responsible ways to fulfil our mission. 



 

 

Mr Tim Whyte 

Mrs Lynette Broomby 

Mrs Linda McKenzie 

Dr Fiona Joske 

Mr Les Baxter 

Ms Alison Andrews 

Mr Lionel Morrell 

Mr Linus Grant 

Mrs Rozanne Boyd 

Patron: Governor of Tasmania, Her Excellency Kate Warner 
 

Chair of the Board    Vice Chair 

Mr Tim Whyte     Mrs Lynette Broomby 
 

Treasurer      Public Officer 

Mrs Linda McKenzie    Dr Fiona Joske 
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Executive     

Committee 

Mr T Whyte 

Mrs L Broomby 

Mrs L McKenzie 



 

 

Promotions & 

Fundraising 

Mr L Morrell 

Ms A Andrews 

Mrs R Boyd 

Mr L Grant 

 

House  

Management 
 

Mr L Morrell 

Dr F Joske 

Mrs R Boyd 

Mrs L McKenzie 

Tasmanian Art 

Award at Eskleigh 

Ms A Andrews 

Mrs R Boyd 

Mr L Morrell 

Mrs M Machen 

 

Mr H Cuthill 

Ms D Potter 

Mrs D Lord 

 

CEO Recruitment  

& Appraisal 
 

Mr T Whyte 

Mrs L Broomby 

Ms A Andrews 

Development 
 

Mrs L Broomby 

Mr L Morrell 

Dr F Joske 

Audit &  

Finance 
 

Mr L Morrell 

Mrs L McKenzie 

Mr T Whyte 
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Lizzie Brett 

Leigh Warren 

Marelle Harper Wendy Smith 

Katrina Rhodes 
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Another year has passed and it has been busier 

than ever! 

 

I’d like to start my report by saying a big thank you 

to all Leisure & Lifestyle (L&L) staff. It has been a 

real challenge changing the way that L&L runs 

and introducing all of the new activities, outings, 

programs & events. Without the wonderful L&L 

team this would have been impossible to achieve, 

so thank you Kylie H, Kylie P, Liz, Tony, Kirsty, Phil 

and Amy. 

 

We have a number of new activities that we are 

still rolling out each month, as well as the after 

hours functions that have run of a night time or on 

weekends.  Our aim is to continue to meet the 

goals and needs of every individual by providing a 

diverse therapeutic leisure, lifestyle and recreation 

program. 

 

During the year so far individuals have attended  2 

circus performances, day trips to various locations 

in and around Launceston (including Bridport,   

Deloraine, Burnie, Campbell Town, Georgetown, 

Beaconsfield and Derby among others), AFL 

games at Aurora Stadium, the St Patricks Day    

Festival at Westbury, picnics, fishing, golf,           

performances at the Country Club Casino, Albert 

Hall & Princess Theatre, exhibitions at the Albert 

Hall & Tailrace Centre, markets, the 60 piece    

Symphony Orchestra from WA (on-site), School 

Choirs (on-site), 60’s Music Night, Country Music 

Night, Health Revival at Longford, LWB Sports Day, 

nature walks and much more. 

 

Some of the regular activities that individuals     

participate in include:  bingo, cards, board 

games, relaxation therapy sessions, music group 

(run by a music tutor), daily news session, mind 

gym, movies, auto project, The Shed, swim sessions 

at the aquatic centre, floor gym, gardening,     

upcycling, art with the Launceston Art Society, 

craft sessions and more.  

 

Within our operating hours we have a number of 

individuals who we spend one on one time with 

doing things of their choice. For some individuals 

that don’t have funding packages or cannot    

afford to pay for additional one on one time, we 

offer an activity trolley. The trolley runs seven nights 

per week for 1 hr. L&L staff work from a list and 

spend time with individuals on a one on one basis. 

The individuals can choose what they want to do 

with the staff member. For example, some choose 

to go for a walk around the grounds, some do    

gardening, play cards, work on a puzzle, play          

8-ball, read the newspaper and others just like to sit 

and talk. 

 

Our after hours functions are proving to be a huge 

success due to the introduction of stimulating social 

activity. Recently we held a 60’s Rock’n’Roll night 

which attracted over 40 attendees! We had such 

good feedback that we organised another event. 

The Country Music Night was held on the 27        

October 2016. Now that the Country Music Night is 

over, we will begin organising the end of year 

Eskleigh Christmas BBQ. 

 

As you can see we have been extremely busy    

delivering a large, meaningful and exciting         

program to the people that we support. 

 

We are all looking forward to the last quarter of 

2016 and starting again next year with the aim of 

going bigger and better, while always maintaining 

our person centred approach. 
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As of the 8 of August 2016, Southern Services have commenced a            

Community Access Program. 
 

Eskleigh have been fortunate enough to secure premises within  walking     

distance to Eastland’s shopping centre and we have therefore witnessed 

growth that can only be attributed to both location and the style of support 

on offer. 
 

Eskleigh made the decision to offer a Community Access Program as a direct 

result of the individuals that we support requesting a change to the day    

support services on offer. Not only were the individuals wanting change, they 

wanted to be active participants in developing a plan of support that is      

tailored to their wants, needs and aspirations. 
 

After looking at other local alternatives, it became obvious that Day Support 

Providers in the South are currently unable to offer individuals the opportunity 

to assist in creating their own packages. Support tended to be rigid and     

structured, not allowing for individuals to have a say in what they want to do. 14 



 

 

Dale took our suggestion to the board and it was decided that Eskleigh would look at 

developing a Day Support Program that is truly person centred. 

 

To begin with, we informed individuals and their stakeholders about our intent and   

began consulting with individuals about how we could best provide person centred 

support that would suit their needs.  

 

It was agreed that rather than providing activity and program options to the              

individuals accessing the service, we would instead meet with individuals on a weekly 

basis to develop an Individual Activity Program (IAP) for the week ahead.  

 

Individuals then have the opportunity to change their program from week to week to 

suit their needs and interests. Kelly Bolch assists individuals to develop their IAP            

including all cost details. This has proven to be a successful approach as we are able 

to be flexible in our program delivery, setting us apart from other providers.  

 

To date the Day Support Program is almost at capacity, with several NDIA clients 

choosing Eskleigh to provide their community access support. The Southern Services 

team have been instrumental in providing quality support to each of the people we 

support, both new and established. The staff responsible for the success we are        

witnessing without a doubt. 

15 

For more information and to read testimonials about the 

Southern Services Community Access Program, please 

turn to the next page. 
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Attendant Care 
South

3% Day Support 
Centre

14%

Eskleigh Home
49%

Attendant Care 
North
15%

Group Homes 
South

9%

Group Homes 
North
10%

Intellectual 
Disability

39%

Physical 
Disability

5%

Neurological 
Disability

15%

Aquired 
Brain Injury

42%

Testimonials 
 I did not like going to other day support programs because I had to do the same stuff all 

the time. I would only go occasionally on days when they had something decent on. Now I 

do things I want to do every day and love coming. My favourite things so far have been 

Bruny Island trips, but I like everything. 

 Arthur Sutcliffe 

 

 I hated going to the other centre because I was always bored. I always asked Greg about 

helping me to find something different and I also wanted to go to TAFE to improve my 

reading. TAFE is ok, but the new centre is great. I think it’s about bloody time I got to do 

things I want to do and not just that kids stuff.  

 Brendan Triffett 



 

 

Number of Clients 

Age 
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Attendant Care 
South

3% Day Support 
Centre

14%

Eskleigh Home
49%

Attendant Care 
North
15%
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South
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Under 18 Male
1%Under 18 Female

0%

18-38 Male
10%

18-38 Female
6%

39-58 Male
19%
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22%

59+ Male
25%
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Disability
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Neurological 
Disability

15%

Aquired 
Brain Injury
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Primary Disability 

Male 56%

Female 44%

Gender 
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This is Joe Barratt. Joe was the first ever client to join Eskleigh’s new 

Community Access Program in the South, which makes him a little bit 

special to us all. 

 

Joe is 20 years old and has Lennox-Gastaut Syndrome, which is a form 

of childhood onset epilepsy that appeared very early on in life and is 

difficult to treat. Lennox-Gastaut Syndrome is characterized by a     

variety of symptoms including frequent seizures and moderate to    

severe intellectual impairment. Joe also has low functioning autism 

and Obsessive Compulsive Disorder (OCD). This may sound grim  to 

some, but believe us when we say that Joe leads a very happy and 

fulfilling life.  

 

When Joe has seizures he gets very tired, so a more relaxed style of 

support is required on these days, usually including supporting him at 

his home or bringing him to the Day Support Centre to have a quiet 

activity day. 

 

Joe is a little picky with his food, to put it mildly. His favourite foods are 

cocktail saveloys and coke. He would eat these all day every day if 

he could! Put something else in front of him and he won’t touch it.    

 

Once Joe has an idea in his head, there is no changing it. This was 

best demonstrated to some of Joe’s Support Staff recently when the 

new Ghostbusters movie came out. Someone made the mistake of 

telling Joe at 9.00am that he would be going to see the film, which 

wasn’t scheduled to begin until midday. Joe stood by the door all 

morning waiting to go, and nothing could distract him. Joe is very 

much a man who knows what he wants and nothing will deter him 

from that. 

 

Joe greets other individuals with a smile and a hi-five. He lights up the 

room and can be quite hard to refuse when he flutters his long eye 

lashes!  

 

Joe has a very caring nature. Recently one of our support workers 

came in with crutches. Joe jumped up and raced straight over to put 

his arm around him and ask if he was okay.  

 

One of Joe’s favourite things to do is to dress up, as you can see from 

some of his photos. 

 

Joe’s mum has reported that Joe calls the Day Support Centre his 

school, and that he looks forward to coming so much that he gets 

himself up and dressed every morning. Joe is truly a gorgeous young 

man and it is a delight to support him. 



 

 

To start with, I would like to extend a thank you to friends, family members, Support Workers, Registered Nurses, 

Management, Admin Staff, Catering and Service Employees, Maintenance Staff, Doctors, Allied Health      

Professionals, the Hairdresser, the Masseuse and Volunteers to name a few. These people contribute their time 

and other resources to the people we support, generally going well above and beyond what is expected. 

They contribute in a positive way in assisting the people we support to live their lives to the fullest. They provide 

support, assistance, challenges and activities in a caring environment. 
 

During this financial year we have welcomed Jason, Andrew, Lizzie and Wendy to the Eskleigh family. They 

are happily settling into their new home. A big thank you to the existing people we support and to staff for 

welcoming these individuals and helping them to settle in. 
 

It is with great sadness that we said goodbye to Tammy, Colin, Glenn, Graeme, Neville, David. They were very 

loved and are greatly missed by staff and the people that we support.  
 

Several staff have completed certificates and training courses in the past year including medication           

endorsement, mental health first aid, enrolled nursing and various in house trainings. A group of staff have 

commenced their Certificate IV in Disability – we wish them well in their studies. Some of the management 

team from Eskleigh Home have commenced some units in Leadership & Management and Training &         

Assessing. Congratulations to all staff that have participated in trainings and thank you for your commitment 

to your ongoing professional development. This places us in a better position to provide quality care for the 

people we support. 
 

We have said goodbye to several staff members this financial year and I would like to thank these staff for 

their contribution to the Eskleigh team. We have also welcomed new staff and hope that they come to love 

working in the disability sector and supporting the amazing Individuals at Eskleigh. It is a career path filled with 

laughter and tears, highs and lows, changes, challenges, successes and failures, love, friendship, learning,  

fulfilment, exhaustion and amazing team work. We wouldn’t have it any other way! 

‘It is a career path filled with  
laughter and tears, highs and 

lows, changes, challenges,    
successes and failures, love, 

friendship, learning, fulfilment, 
exhaustion and amazing team 
work. We wouldn’t have it any 

other way!’ 
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 Mrs A Gott 

 Mr R Dawson 

 Mrs R Boyd 

 Mr H Haines 

 Mr L Morrell 

 Mr T Henty 

 Dr W Gibson 

 Mrs B Sheldrick 

 Mr J Stevenson 
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As expected, there has been a high focus towards the National Disability Insurance 

Scheme (NDIS) in the 2015-2016 for everyone, not just Eskleigh. 

 

With the full rollout for Tasmanian’s announced in early December 2015, Eskleigh has been 

focusing on ensuring that internal documentation and processes are in line with the NDIS 

and most importantly, meet the needs and requirements of the people that we support. 

This is an ongoing process with improvements continually being made as further               

information or revision is required. 

 

I would like to take this opportunity to thank staff and the people we are fortunate enough 

to support for being understanding and patient with us while we work through all the minor 

changes to ensure that the end result is one that we can be proud of. As always we highly 

value your input in these processes and would be glad to hear any feedback or             

suggestions that you may have. 

 

This financial year has also seen the introduction of the Power of Positive Feedback        

Program, which allows staff to positively recognise the fantastic work that their colleagues 

undertake. This program has seen great success and has further enlightened senior      

management into the hard work and dedication of our employees. For all those who have 

received feedback, keep up the amazing work, we are grateful for your contributions. I 

am sure there will be a great deal more to congratulate everyone on in the coming year. 

 



 

 

“I would like to express my sincere thanks to all of our 
dedicated employees, as they are the ones who    
embody Eskleigh’s values to the people we support 
as they perform their roles throughout the               
Organisation” 
         Dale Luttrell, CEO 

The Health & Wellbeing Committee commenced in early 2016 and  consists of staff from 

all levels within the organisation. This committee has developed a fantastic calendar of 

events for 2017 inform, inspire and raise awareness within the workplace regarding the   

importance of both physical and mental health and wellbeing. We can’t wait to share it 

with you! The committee are always looking to take on new members. If you are             

interested in being a part of this exciting program, please don’t hesitate to contact me. 

 

I look forward to embracing the changes and challenges that the 2016-2017 financial 

year will no doubt bring with the amazing team here at Eskleigh,. 
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As a not-for-profit body, we are greatly reliant on the generosity of                  
the Tasmanian community. 

If you are interested in supporting us through corporate sponsorship, please   
contact us for more information 

p: 6398 7100   e: info@eskleigh.com.au    w: www.eskleigh.com.au 


